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March 28, 2017 
 
Hello Friends, 
 
We’re about to begin another overseas trip, our first of three this year, and once again I’ll 
send a daily email to a small group of friends. If you’d rather not be bothered with them just 
let me know; otherwise look for the first email on Friday (probably). 
 
This trip is to Tahiti to sail on the small cruise ship Paul Gauguin for two weeks. The ship 
hosts 332 passengers and has 3 restaurants, a casino, swimming pool, etc. We couldn’t 
stand to be on a huge cruise ship (did it once but never again), so this seems about right. 
Google "paul gouguin cruise” for pics and details. The cruise is sponsored by Bare Neces-
sities. 
 
We drive to Las Vegas on Wednesday afternoon, overnight at a hotel near the airport, and fly 
to Los Angeles and then on to Papeete on Thursday, arriving at our Tahitian hotel quite late 
Thursday night. Friday is a free day, and we “sail” on Saturday evening, April 1. (Ironically, 
rain is predicted for all day Friday and Saturday.) We return to civilization on Easter Sunday 
the 16th.  
 
I plan to send an email a day with one or at most two photos attached. Shipboard rates for 
everything are sky high (more on that later) and s-l-o-w internet access is about 50¢ a minute. 
Going by past experience it will probably take several minutes to send one 1MB photo, so I’ll 
be selective and will compress pics and you definitely won’t be overwhelmed. But I’ll enjoy 
sitting in a bar nursing a beer each evening while summarizing the day's activities, trying to 
make it sound interesting. And these emails are also our trip diary. 
 
We hope you enjoy vicariously sharing in our South Pacific adventure. 
 
- John (& Barbara) 
 

 



 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
April 1:  On a French-Speaking Island 
 
Hi Friends, 
 
Years ago, while I was reviewing and practicing my high-school French, I told Barbara, “One 
day I will take you to a French-speaking island: Tahiti or Haiti — you choose.” And so here 
we are in the Pacific. (I prepared for this trip by re-reading De la Terre a la Lune par Jules 
Verne in maybe the original French. And French is indeed the language here, with English 
and Chinese for tourists; some natives speak Polynesian at home. Websites including 
Wikipedia appear on my laptop in French, which is kind of cool.) 
 
But I digress. We were 16 hours from the time we left our Las Vegas hotel Thursday morning 
until we arrived at our Papeete hotel late that same night. That doesn’t count the 2+ hour 
drive to Las Vegas Wednesday evening. Compared to 30+ hours on recent trips this wasn't 



so bad, but increasingly often I think I’m getting too old for this sort of thing. We did arrive 
quite tired. Surprisingly we’re only four time zones from home.  
 
We elected to arrive a day early both to recover from the long travel day and to have a bit of 
leisure to enjoy Papeete before our ship sets sail (actually, fires up the engines). We took the 
hotel shuttle into town and walked around, giving ourselves 5 hours before the return trip. 
(Another digression: I erred badly in taking someone’s recommendation and booking us into 
a huge resort out of town; now we’re hostage to their high bar / restaurant prices and have to 
shuttle or taxi into town. Bad idea.) But we exhausted what Papeete has to offer (or we 
exhausted ourselves) and were done in less than 2 hours, and taxied back to basically take 
the afternoon off.  
 
It’s been drizzling or threatening to with a few showers. That doesn’t upset the recovering 
part but it does “put a damper” on getting out. We’re desert people and we don’t relate to rain; 
usually we just hole up until it passes. We got only slightly wet yesterday morning, but the 
humidity is 100% and the temperature 80 — not what we’re used to in the Mojave Desert! We 
need a shower after 20 minutes of just being outside. But we knew it when we bought our 
tickets, and it’s part of travel — different experiences. 
 
Tahiti is the island and Papeete the capital city in French Polynesia which is a dependency of 
France, and the whole population is about the same size as greater metropolitan St. George. 
From a short observation half are Polynesian and half European (French). All Tahitians are 
full citizens of France. We note that many of the middle-age and older Polynesians, 
especially the women, are overweight (think rotund). Western diet hasn’t been good to them 
(or to us, come to think of it). And many of the men have native-style tattoos including some 
that are extensive and elaborate (think Maori designs).  
 
So Papeete’s tourist district is perhaps 4 blocks by 3 and as I said we exhausted it quickly. I 
saw some local Tahitian brandy but didn’t buy it, then regretted it but didn’t have the energy 
to try to find the store again. We browsed (but didn’t buy) shirts with really nice traditional 
patterns and sunglasses (not needed much today). It’s not an attractive town; don’t put it on 
your bucket list. 
 
I mentioned in my first email that prices are high, and they sure are in our hotel. $6 for a 
bottle of water and typically $10 for a beer and $23 for a mixed drink in the bar. The hotel 
breakfast is $30-40 per person, depending. While on the ship all meals are included and we’ll 
appreciate that.  
 
We ended Friday with a wonderful buffet dinner with a Tahitian music and dance floor show. I 
didn’t take the camera because I thought we were only going to dinner, which was a mistake. 
Now I’ll always carry it, just in case. Tahitian dance is like Hawaiian but 78 instead of 33-1/3. 
Sorry - no dance photos.  
 
Internet here at the hotel is included and unlimited so I can send beaucoup photos (for the 
last time).  
 
(Note to self: try to use parentheses less.) 
 
—— 
 
Saturday April 1 
 



Breakfast was $82, but we think it is included in the room price. We vacate our room at 11, 
put our luggage in storage, and hang around the hotel until we take a taxi to the dock to 
board our ship at 3. There’s nothing else we want to see in town, especially with our luggage 
in tow and intermittent heavy rain showers, but it is a fancy resort hotel so it could be worse. 
So we’ll basically sit around, enjoy the view and wifi until we taxi to the dock and check in. 
Then the real adventure begins. We sail tonight. 
 
It’s almost time to check out and I can’t guarantee wifi after we do, so adieu for now. 
 
- John 
 
 
PHOTOS: 
 
View of Moorea across the hotel’s main swimming pool. Nice, but we really should have 
booked a hotel in town (my bad). Note the sky. 
 
Papeete street scene. We were warned when we booked our shuttle return ticket that we 
wouldn’t want to stay 5 hours. All shop signs are in French with English and Chinese here 
and there for us tourists. 
 
Pearls is a big business and pearl shops are everywhere. Please excuse the window 
reflections. 
 
Baguettes - the main choice in bread in a local grocery store. 
 
Why Polynesians are so heavy — Tahitian cereal is brightly packaged sugar. Same grocery 
store. 
 
(Please *don’t* return the photos when writing back; wifi from now on will be tres cher, and 
I’ve already seen them.) 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 



 

 
 

 
April 1:  Aboard a French-Named Ship le Paul Gauguin (Nassau) 
 
[I had trouble logging in yesterday; now I’m connected.] 
 
Hi Friends, 
 
We’re aboard the m/s Paul Gauguin, where French is no longer spoken. It’s all English, 
although I think it’s the crew’s second language (for many it’s Tagalog and whatever they 
speak in Indonesia). And some signs are bilingual English / French. We’re told that on the 
islands that we’ll visit English is virtually unknown. 
 
I won’t describe the ship (you can Google it) other than to say (1) it seems to be first class all 
the way, in fine up-keep, clean, and modern, and with all the amenities you would want and a 
few we don’t need, and (2) our stateroom is plenty spacious with room to walk around the 
bed, a small table, another place for the laptop (which I won’t use there; I’ll write from a cafe 
or lounge), a bathroom that is 3X the size of our RV’s, and a little but serviceable balcony on 
the other side of a sliding door (which sure beats a porthole!). It was really nice to unpack and 
put all our things in a closet or on shelves rather than live out of our suitcases, as we 
normally do.  
 
A nice touch is that the mini-bar is stocked with cold beer, sodas, water, and juices (note the 
Oxford comma) — all complimentary. And unlimited beer and wine at meals. And at the bar 
they serve complimentary drink-du-jour (like rum pineapple punch) until you wave them off. 
Very civilized. And one must keep hydrated. 
 
So last night (Saturday) we boarded at 3 in the rain and got soaked, unpacked, scoped out 
the ship, and set sail (fired up the diesels) at 6, heading out across the Pacific. I noticed that 
the crescent moon was in the wrong position and wrong orientation — it never looks like that 
from back home. I marveled at that but other passengers nearby seemed unconcerned. Also 
saw three or possibly four stars in holes in the clouds but couldn’t ID them; at -17° everything 
is topsy-turvy.  
 
This morning we were up at 6 as the sun shone thru our balcony sliding door. Sunrise and 
sunset are both at 6 and twilight is short. There’s an astronomical reason for that, and there 
is indeed a huge difference between twilights here near the equator and especially northern 
Idaho.  



 
At 9 we anchored off a small “town” inside the largest atoll in the world — so big the far side 
is far beyond the horizon. Calling it a town is wrong; calling it a community would be exagger-
ating, unless we didn’t walk far enough and missed it. We saw a few houses, two cafe/bars, a 
market, and a handful of houses, all very rustic and tropical. Sweat was dripping off us within 
minutes so we didn’t linger over-long. We understand why the natives went naked until the 
missionaries put a stop to it. So we hung around on the ship until we set sail at 6. 
 
We attended an interesting lecture on the history of Polynesian settlement in the Grand 
Salon. 
 
Food is first class and it will be a real effort to not over-eat. The sushi at dinner was to die for, 
and any breakfast that starts off with smoked salmon has my vote.  
 
We know a few people who were on our Royal Clipper sailing adventure last April (where we 
heard about this and signed up) so we had friends from the start. And we make more easily 
as we go. Barbara and I wear our SM beaded name necklaces (thanks Heidi) and get a lot of 
compliments on them. 
 
Last night at dinner we met a fellow who is a very enthusiastic bird watcher. Months ago he 
arranged a private trip to another part of the lagoon to see a specially rare bird, but one 
couple dropped out so he was looking for people to fill their spot. Barbara, who as of a month 
ago is an amateur ornithologist, accepted, and this morning off they went. The guy with the 
boat never showed up (we’re old this is typical) so that was a bust. So it goes.  
 
It looks like the highest point on the hundreds-of-miles-long atoll is about 10-15 feet above 
sea level, so we wonder how they’re dealing with sea level rise due to global warming (not 
the more neutral but less-honest “climate change”). The short answer is they’re doomed. Last 
year in Fiji we learned that people on some low islands have already migrated to others that 
are higher to escape flooding, so this is something that is happening now rather than 
theoreticcally projected for the future. It’s best to see Polynesia now while it's still here.  
 
I signed up for a wifi package. The consensus among people we talk to is “f—k the internet 
— we’re in Polynesia” and I have to agree they do have a point. At the going rate we won’t 
check the news (wonderful — removes a huge amount of depression), Facebook, or browse 
the web, but will check email (and delete most w/o opening). The Western World seems so 
utterly remote. But I do want to connect with friends. So I have about 15 minutes a day, which 
should be enough to log on and quickly download emails and equally quickly sign off; read 
them and reply offline; sign on again to upload. I’ll see how long it takes to send a few mega-
bytes and then adjust in the future if necessary. And check the stock market. But it was 
*very* tempting to stay disconnected and deal with the real world later. 
 
Lord is it hot — reminds me of Florida in the summer.  
 
- John 
 
 
Photos: 
 
Our ship, rather foreshortened. 
 
A house on Rangiroa — typical as far as I could tell. 
 



The “magasin" — the grocery store, 3 shots outside, inside, and detail — largely canned 
goods. Isn’t this what everyone photographs when they go to Tahiti? 
 
 

 
 

 



 

 
 

 
 

 
 



 
April 3:  rainy day in paradise 
 
Hi Friends, 
 
I had trouble establishing an internet account last night but got it working this morning. I’m 
glad I bought a large block of minutes — the upload speed is about 8 minutes per megabyte. 
So I’ll experiment with compressing photos to the max while still retaining some quality. 
 
Last night (Monday) after a quick sunset I stargazed from a brightly-lit upper deck and event-
ually saw much of the sky between clouds on a balmy evening. The northern constellations 
are upside-down, but I know them and can adjust for their “wrong” orientation. I’m not terribly 
familiar with the far southern sky and had to piece it together. The Southern Cross was clear 
and so were Alpha and Beta Centauri and other bright stars I seldom get to see, so I enjoyed 
that. 
 
We finished last night by attending the first 20 minutes of a Polynesian song and dance 
show. But we were tired. 
 
So we were up at 6 this morning, with the sun. But sunshine didn’t last long. Some small 
storm clouds bring a brief heavy rain that just cools the air a few degrees and passes on; 
today we had a dark storm that lasted for hours and kept us indoors. We were glad we hadn’t 
paid to sign up for one of the optional costly activities and had planned just to go ashore and 
walk around, but nobody did that. So we huddled indoors; Barbara watched a movie and I 
read a book from their library.  
 
One can choose between several planned optional excursions each day, like 2 hours snorkel-
ing at a nearby lagoon for $100 per person or a 4-hour jeep trip to a scenic or sacred spot for 
twice that. The ship also has a variety of free onboard activities. Mostly I’m happy to just be 
here. Attached is the list of today’s activities. Quite a few were cancelled by the rain. 
 
The storm was so bad that the captain pulled up anchor two hours early and we steamed out 
of the lagoon to get an early start toward our next destination, hoping to find better weather. 
We were able to be on a drying deck late in the afternoon, headed northeast.  
 
Our final event of the day was a magic show in the main lounge — all part of the free ship-
board activities. 
 
Sorry I can’t make today sound more interesting, but this is what it was. 
 
- John 
 
 
Photo:  Today’s shipboard activities, many of which were cancelled due to rain.  



 
 

 
 

 
April 4:  At Sea 
 
Hi Friends, 
 
Yesterday’s miserable weather is behind us, literally, as we head northeast across the deep 
blue sea toward the Marquesas. We have scattered tropical clouds and lots of sun, and the 
forward motion of the ship added to the 35mph local wind creates a 50 mph storm-level wind 
on the open decks. I hold onto something as I cross a deck so as to not become a man 
overboard, but it’s fine in sheltered areas. The horizon is an ultra-sharp line with nothing to 
break it and the sea is so blue that it’s almost black. We’re told the water temp is 84° and the 
air 88°; probably the humidity is in the high 80s too. 
 
So it’s a day of lounging in the tropics, and life is good. There are plenty of shipboard activi-
ties from crafts to lectures, and Barbara took full advantage. She made a pandanus bracelet 
and headband, attended a cooking demo by the executive chief (and made risotto), watched 
a documentary on Gauguin, and attended talk on tapa (a bark widely used for many things). 
 
I’ll finished my library book (Galileo’s Daughter) while enjoying just being here. We attended 
their talk on upcoming shore activities and have our plans in place for the next five days, 
when we’ll mostly be anchored. And we both attended a 2-hour (c’mon — that’s too long!) on 
the history and culture of the Marquesas — very interesting. 
 
Our first two days had us anchored in shallow water in lagoons protected from the open 
ocean by miles-long low coral reefs that curved gently to the horizon in both directions but 



that have no altitude. The Marquesas are jagged mountains that rise straight out of the ocean 
with occasional tiny beaches and no reefs. So it will be an entirely different landscape and we 
anticipate spectacular scenery. Expect some photos (highly compressed). 
 
It’s now after dinner, and it’s too cloudy to stargaze. Next up is a musical performance in the 
Grand Salon, but I want to get this off before it starts. I’m sitting on our little patio (where the 
wind is mild) sipping a cognac. I learned that you can get such drinks 'most any time just for 
asking! What a concept! 
 
- John 
 
Photo: Our room. Note our laptop (MacBook Air) on the tiny desk and the small but service-
able balcony. It was a hard shot to get shooting into such a bright light. 
 

 
 
 
April 5: Gauguin's Grave, Marquesas 
 
Hi Friends, 
 
After crossing hundred of miles of open ocean (I had no idea we would travel so far) we 
anchored off Hiva Oa in the Marquesas during breakfast. The scenery is spectacular — 
emerald hills rising vertically out of the sea, ending in jagged ridges — but I’ll let  photos do 
the work of words. We’re in deep water 1/4 mile offshore; there is no shallow water (equals 
no snorkeling). 
 
Our activity was to walk a loop from the dock to Gauguin’s grave, which took an hour along a 
not-terribly-interesting road in heat and humidity that had us dripping wet within minutes. 
Neither one of us has any interest in Gauguin or his painter buddies so it was just a destina-
tion; let me know if you need to see a photo of Barbara marveling at his grave. We thought 
we would then walk on into town and souvenir shop and we took 10,000 francs in case we 
saw something we liked, but the “village” was a cluster of homes, a magasin like the one we 
visited earlier, a general store, and a small museum with reproductions — so we gave it a 
miss and took the shuttle back to the dock. It was good to get out and walk and get exercise 



but the walk wasn’t the highlight of the year. We did notice a lot of thin chickens strutting 
about and keeping down the insect population and green, green vegetation everywhere. I 
think a fence post would sprout here. 
 
So once back onboard I began reading Sapiens by Herari (quite good so far) by the pool 
while Barbara made an ankle bracelet in a craft session. Speaking of ankles, I’m remember-
ing to put lotion on my feet and not burn them; I brought two pair of sandals but no shoes and 
that was right. 
 
Happy day: I discovered that they serve iced coffee by the pool in addition to many alcoholic 
drinks, so I had two instead of the cocktail du jour. Alcohol and hot humid sun don’t mix for 
me. But my iced coffees are 10X better than theirs and I miss them. 
 
In the afternoon a local dance group that recreates authentic traditional dances put on a show 
that was entirely different than what is presented to tourists, and that was good. Unfortunately 
there wasn’t enough light for the photos to turn out (should have taken my good camera). But 
we enjoyed it, and it was indeed different from what we’ve seen elsewhere in Polynesia 
including Hawaii.  
 
The food here is 5 stars and it’s impossible to not over-eat. Lunch was seafood paella with 
seafood salad (heavy with shellfish) and many other wonderful things like very fresh fish, and 
food is a highlight of the trip. It’s wonderful with a huge selection. The folk next to us had a 
hamburger with fries (him) and hot dog with fries (her) and that left me totally baffled. 
Presumably they spent the day in their room with the window drapes closed watching old 
movies. I couldn’t believe it; it must have been special order for the cooks. 
 
After dinner I showed several people the Southern Cross from an upper deck. I always carry 
my green laser pointer, and it’s quite effective (Jean may remember this from New Zealand). 
The moon is bright but there are zero city lights out to sea and no clouds for the first time, so 
it was a treat for me as well as them. I’m on the schedule for stargazing in two nights. 
 
An embarrassing moment: while I was heading topside with my laser pointer I passed a 
group of people and mentioned that I’d be showing the Southern Cross if they’d care to join 
me on Deck 8. They replied, “Good on you, mate, but we’re all Australian.”  Curses — playing 
the fool again. But I replied, “I’ll also be showing the Big Dipper” and that got a laugh. Seldom 
do I have a redeeming response when I have to think quick.  
 
The bar gave me a double cognac to take to my room while I type this. (Note to self: book on 
ships that offer unlimited alcohol.)  I’m on our little balcony with a very gentle breeze, ultra-
high humidity, and the Southern Cross over my shoulder.  
 
Tomorrow another island. 
 
- John 
 
Photo: Hiva Oa island in the Marquesas from our ship with our tender heading toward the 
dock. This is a 90° panorama so enlarge it for best effect and perhaps you can see how ultra-
steep are the uncrossable hills in the background.  
 



 
 

 
 
April 6:  Fatu Hiva 
 
Hi Friends, 
 
Decades ago I enjoyed the book "Fatu Hiva" by Thor Heyerdahl, and I very much wish I’d 
brought it along on my Kindle to re-read, now that we’re actually here. But I didn’t think of it — 
the story of my life. I’ll download it when we return to civilization. 
 
Like the other Marquesas, Fatu Hiva rises straight out of the sea, and the waves crash 
against the nearly-vertical cliffs. You can put ashore where a valley meets the sea but there is 
no beach and no swimming because the water becomes deep immediately and there are 
strong currents.  
 
Barbara took the 2.5-hour Omoa Petroglyph Tour led by our shipboard archaeologist /  
anthropologist. I would have joined her but it said “not for people with problems walking on 
rough terrain” and I took their advice to give it a miss. A highlight was a petroglyph of an 
orca giving birth (how did they observe that?).  
 
I bought some simple tapa bark souvenirs in “town" and then walked past houses until 
pavement ended and on into the jungle. There are only 600 people on the entire island so it 
doesn’t have what could be called a “town" — just a place where the mayor has an office 
and they sell souvenirs in a huge barn-like building to the rare tourist ships that stop by, and 
a dozen or so homes. All looks medium-prosperous and the natives were very friendly — 
everyone said bonjour.  
 
I don’t feel particularly creative or eloquent tonight so will let the pictures carry it from here. 
 
- John 
 
Photos:  (I’ve gotten better at compressing them) 
 
Fatu Hiva from the ship with our tender approaching port. Note the Catholic church front 
center. 
 
The cliffs drop straight into the sea. There aren’t many places to put ashore. 
 
Tahitian is spoken here as the first language by 1/3 of the people; French by the rest. My 
high-school French is coming back and I can usually compose a sentence if I work on it long 
enough (but I’ll have no idea what the answer means).  
 
Petroglyph of orca giving birth, with our archaeologist guide. 



 
Horse by the church. This kind of rock wall is very common — they have to do something 
with them. There must be at least one chicken somewhere in the photo too. And maybe a 
sleeping dog. 
 
Drying copra (cocoanut) for export as a cash crop. The folk pretty much live off the land — 
there's fruit in the forest and fish in the sea. The French government subsidizes much of life. 
 
Rust is a problem in constant near-100% humidity. 
 
Your friends after dinner. 
 

 
 

 



 

 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 



 
 
 

 
 

April 7:  Tahuata safari 
 
Hi Friends, 
 
Another day … another island. 
 
Barbara was off on an organized excursion yesterday, and today was my turn. Upon landing 
on the island of Tahuata we were driven in a dozen or more private 4X4s (the only kind of 
vehicle on the island) to a "village” where we were greeted with song and souvenirs, given a 
guided tour of the church (Catholic, of course, in French Polynesia) and tiny museum, driven 
to a viewpoint overlooking the “town”, and back for a final chance at souvenirs. Our guide is 
great — both knowledgeable and animated — but we were too large a group for all to hear 
him or even to fit into the museumette, so it reminds me why we like “small group tours”. 
Mostly it was a hours-long drive over a totally rocky and bruising road that was washed out in 
places and that is as rough as you can take paying passengers, but we did get to see the 
forest/jungle and we enjoyed that.  
 



Meanwhile Barbara and new birding friends went in search of an "avis raris", along the same 
road, and among those they did spot was a white crested fruit dove. I’m not sure if it’s particu-
larly rare, but it’s what she has to show for the morning. 
 
Tahuata has a population of about 300 and so a “village” is a cluster of homes. We think 
Borrego Springs and Worley Idaho are small, but they're connected with paved roads to the 
outside world. Our tourist ship stops three times a year so it’s a big local event and they go all 
out for it — it was even a school holiday! -- plus it’s a rare chance to sell handicrafts (mostly 
necklaces and carved wood). Their other big event is when the local copra steamer stops 
every few weeks (I don’t know how often) to take on copra and offload whatever people have 
ordered (FedEx doesn’t stop here). It’s hard to imagine the lifestyle in so isolated and so tiny 
a society, but these Marquesas islands are the most remote places we’ve visited. What do 
they think of us? Everyone has been very friendly with plenty of “bon jours.”  
 
I’m still baffled by the odd-looking couple that have hamburger & hotdog with fries each day. I 
understand the Big Bang better than why you’d do that on a luxury cruise ship. Personally, I 
didn’t have fish for the first time at dinner tonight — the Beef Wellington sounded good, and I 
had fish at both breakfast and lunch. Can’t get enough of the fresh fish. 
 
We’re told that the concept of pets doesn’t exist in Polynesia. There are plenty of dogs but 
they’re not fed or let into the house (apparently they scrounge what they can) and they’re 
used to hunt feral pigs. There are very few cats. Lots of chickens and plenty of goats and 
pigs; these wander about until they’re dinner. 
 
Stargazing was on the schedule tonight, conducted by someone from the ship and me, but it 
was clouded out. We had intermittent light rain today — to keep the humidity topped off at 
100 -- so stargazing wasn’t going to be. But I always carry my green laser pointer just in 
case. A second problem was that they scheduled it for the bow of the ship and I told them 
days ago that it’s too windy there to talk over the hurricane that makes it hard to even walk, 
but what do I know. I’m happy to be a paying passenger so this isn’t on my head. 
 
I’ve made only about 20 minutes a day to read, but that’s not a high priority. 
 
I’m still reeling from the thought that our ship visiting was an occasion for a school holiday.  
 
Tomorrow another island — the last of the Marquesas. Barbara has a birding adventure lined 
up for us. 
 
- John 
 
Photos: 
 
This fellow greeted us as we landed on Tahuata. He’s holding a horn, which he blew. His 
tattoos are very typical of what we see — not random pictures plastered randomly on the 
body like so often in the US, but patterns that follow the body’s contours and that denote 
status, etc. and that actually relate to the body. Many men are tattooed like this. 
 
The welcome includes a family musical group at right and an open air gift shop.  
 
The road doesn’t look too bad here, but it was one of the few stretches where I could hold the 
camera steady enough to get a shot of the car in front of us. 
 



There are a lot of nearly vertical surfaces to these islands. The Spanish put in here in 1595, 
massacred a few hundred natives, searched up-canyon to the left for gold, and left. It wasn’t 
a good first-impression of Europeans. There’s a monument to the few Spaniards the natives 
managed to kill. This pan will take enlargement.  
 
White crested fruit dove in a fruit tree. 
 

 
 



 
 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 
April 8:  Nuku Hiva Birding Adventure 
 
Hi Friends, 
 
Barbara befriended a birding enthusiast who is adding to his bird count as we visit each 
island, and today we joined him on a birding adventure to spot a rare pigeon found only on 
this island and heavily protected by law because it’s so tasty. He arranged in advance for a 
car and driver and we joined him in search of the rare and endangered Imperial Pigeon. I 
went along for the ride. 
 
Nuku Hiva is the capital of the Marquesas and has more of a village than anyplace we’ve 
seen all week. There’s a school, bank, jail, hotels, restaurants, markets, and dozens if not a 
hundred or more homes. And the streets are paved — a sign of greatness in the Marquesas. 
But we didn’t see the village — we immediately headed into the hills on a 4.5-hr adventure. 
 
Paved roads connect the villages (will wonders never cease) but they’re narrow (1-1/2 lanes) 
and extremely steep, so 4WD is required. I won’t describe the scenery except to say that it’s 
lush beyond our experience, and steep. This is as far from the Mojave Desert as you can get, 



vegetation- and topography-wise, with bananas, cocoanuts, and who-knows-what-else grow-
ing wild. It’s not over-rated. 
 
To make a long story short, our driver was sharp and he spotted the bird, so success. One 
more checked off his list. But it was a great scenic drive. 
 
We also saw a sacred site with platforms and even petroglyphs. The terrain was too muddy 
and too rough for me to negotiate but Barbara got the full tour — “here’s where they sacrifi-
ced the captives …” etc. I stayed in the flat area and used up half our mosquito repellent. 
 
We sailed at sunset and are now on the open ocean. 
 
- John 
 
Photos: 
 
Imperial Pigeon. I think of pigeons as roof-rats, but these are somehow special. 
 
A tiny village as seen from our scenic drive. 
 
Walls and platforms at the sacred site. 
 
Our guide, Jean-Pierre, pointing out petroglyphs. 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 

 
April 9:  Crossing the Pacific 
 
Hi Friends, 
 
Last evening (Saturday) we set sail and will be crossing our portion of the Pacific nonstop 
until Tuesday morning. We’ll cruise roughly a thousand miles and won’t see land, other ships, 
or anything but clouds — reminding us of just how big a planet this is. it’s hot and humid and 
we’re staying out of the sun; there’s no rain. 
 
This morning we attended an excellent lecture by our archaeologist. One take-away: the 
British and then French succeeded in completely erasing any knowledge or appreciation of 
the French Polynesians of their history and culture. In school they use the same textbooks as 
in Paris and learn about French kings; they learn nothing about their own and the church has 
convinced them that their once-sacred places were works of the devil, so they avoid them. 
This is in contrast to the rest of Polynesia (Hawaii, New Zealand, etc.) where the locals know 
their history, are reviving customs, and are proud of their ancestors and their identity. Not 
here. All was evil until the Europeans rescued them from darkness and superstition.  
 
I’m slowly making my way through Sapiens by Herari. It’s the kind of book where you have to 
stop and think every other page about what you just read and let it sink in. A keeper. 
 
A rhetorical question: why do drunks by the pool, standing two feet apart, shout at each 
other? There’s plenty of liquor onboard and it can show. 
 
I’m on the schedule again for stargazing at Bora Bora on Tuesday. That sounds exotic and 



should go on my resume, but we’ve not had many clear nights so it probably won’t go. And 
bright moonlight will ruin it if clouds don’t. This evening I pointed out the Southern Cross, 
Orion, and even the Big Dipper to a few folk on the upper deck, between clouds. 
 
Our evening ended with a great magic show in the Grand Salon. 
 
As I type now on our balcony at 10:30 the Southern Cross is over my left shoulder and the 
sound of the waves passing by is loud — very nice. 
 
Another relaxing day at sea tomorrow, again without much to write about. 
 
- John 
 
Photos: 
 
This wasn’t shot from my drone, but from the road we traversed in search of rare pigeons 
yesterday. Our cabin is above the tender in the middle row, with a balcony (where I am now). 
 
A coin of the realm, worth a Yankee dollar. 
 

 
 

 
 

 



April 10:  A Day at Sea 
 
Hi Friends, 
 
Once again I’m sitting on our little patio listening to the waves with the Southern Cross over 
my left shoulder, sipping Cognac (free for the asking and unlimited at the bar) while we head 
SW toward Bora Bora.  
 
Another day at sea … in paradise. The temperature and humidity remain at about 90 each 
with a breeze as we steam onward, and we’re quickly covered in sweat unless we stay out of 
the sun, which we manage to do. So we’re enjoying it. (But I’ll be ready for a hike when we 
return to civilization.) 
 
I’ve gotten used to starting breakfast with smoked salmon. It’s not native to Polynesia, and 
they buy it frozen from New Zealand, but they have buckets of it out and I’m loving it. It’s the 
only fish that is not fresh, and I’m eating fish 2-3 meals a day. Dinner was wahoo. I guess it’s 
back to salami or ham for meat when the trip is over.  
 
This is our second day at sea and I have to confess that, for me, not doing much will lose its 
novelty. Mostly I’m just enjoying being here, and I like being on the pool deck people-
watching and cloud-watching and doing nothing. Then I read for a bit and cogitate over it — 
and resume doing nothing. I’m limiting myself to at most two “drinks-du-jour” and one beer on 
deck in a full afternoon, but some are overdoing it — and apparently having a lot more fun 
than I am. At least it sounds like they are. 
 
Our archaeologist gave a very interesting talk on the mutiny on the Bounty. Bligh was the bad 
guy. I don’t have much interest in the 3 movies made about it (all Hollywood-ized and fiction) 
but I’d now like to know more of the story. 
 
After dinner I pointed out constellations under the full moon to another small group of people. 
I enjoy it and it gives me something to do. Ironically one of the passengers we met is from 
Ivins, Utah (our Kayenta subdivision is part of Ivins). What are the chances of that! 
 
So you see that there’s not much to write about. There will be tomorrow; we have plans. 
 
- John 
 
Photo:  I tried to capture moonlight glinting on the sea northeast of Bora Bora but had to hand 
hold the camera on a gently rocking ship, so this is as good as it gets. But it was as romantic 
as could be in person, so you had to be there. Jupiter is just above the full moon. (Note to 
self: clean the camera lens.) 
 



 
 

 
April 11:  Bora Bora 
 
Hi Friends, 
 
Somehow the words Bora Bora sound SO exotic — second only to Tahiti, and perhaps even 
more so. Our mission could have been to investigate the legend and determine if its 
reputation is deserved. 
 
Instead we went snorkeling — our first snorkeling of the trip and we’re at Day 11. But it’s not 
done in the Marquesas where the water is too deep and there’s no reef. Now we’re back to 
the Society Islands of French Polynesia and these islands are worn-down volcanoes sur-
rounded by reefs — so we can snorkel. And even kayak (although we didn’t). 
 
Not to name-drop too overtly, but this was our first snorkeling since we were in Fiji in Decem-
ber 2015. 
 
We docked offshore at 8 this morning at the base of the double-peak that gives the island its 
famous shape, and went on a paid excursion with several dozen others from our ship. We 
were taken to a reef to swim with reef sharks and tame stingrays. The water was waist deep 
so we stood while the crew fed the fish (they do this daily so the fish know when and where 
to come; the sound of our outboard motor is their dinner bell). We didn’t get closer than a few 
feet to the sharks — and we were advised not to pet them (“don’t pet the sharks” is always 
good advice!) — but the friendly stingrays continuously bumped into us and we could rub 



their backs as they swam by. Really cool. Then off to another, deeper part of the reef to 
actually snorkel and look down on the fish and coral. 
 
After lunch we were off to a private beach leased by the ship to play in the water — or just sit 
in it, in my case. And marvel at actually being on Bora Bora.  
 
I’ve done informal stargazing several nights and it’s come to the attention of management 
that there is an astronomer onboard (I need a little yellow sign that  says “astronomer 
onboard” to hand on my cabin door), so they put me on the schedule for tonight. I was ready 
with fresh batteries in my green laser pointer, but clouds that had threatened us since morn-
ing finally did their thing beginning during dinner and the event was rained out. I’m sorry 
about that — it would have looked good on my resume. 
 
So I’m sitting on a towel on a wet deck chair on our little patio, sipping a double Cognac (but I 
skipped desert!) looking at the undersides of dark clouds over my shoulder instead of the 
Southern Cross. So it goes. At least the rain waited until dinner. 
 
We sail at 11 slowly to a neighboring island, and we signed up for another excursion for 
tomorrow, this time on land. 
 
- John 
 
Photos: 
 
This is a runner-up for the photo we’ll send to friends as our New Year’s Card this year. 
Barbara should be in front of me and I can’t Photoshop out the ship, so this isn’t a keeper. 
 
A stingray becomes friendly with Barbara. The guy next to her is tossing out fish bits from a 
bucket, but the ray’s eyesight isn’t good enough to tell them apart, so he’s begging. 
 
This happened several times but it’s hard to get used to a stingray ramming and climbing up 
your tummy.  
 
It would have been fun. Note that I’m a “passenger”, not “an expert lecturer” or “noted 
personality” (which I’m not anyway). Weather didn’t permit. 
 

 

 



 

 
 

 



 

 
 

 
 
April 12:  Huahine island Tour 
 
Hi Friends, 
 
We watched a beautiful sunrise from bed (didn’t get out to take photos) as we anchored off 
the island of Huahine. Clouds cleared later so we needed plenty of high-power suntan lotion. 
 
The island's population is a whopping 6,000 with several small villages, so this is a major 
island 175 km from Tahiti. The natives don’t begin pounding their welcoming drums or 
declare a school holiday as we sail into sight. Most are Protestant (and there’s even a 
Mormon church to make us feel at home!), but I don’t know the history.  
 
Today’s activity was “Cultural Highlights of Huahine” — actually a 2.5-hour bus ride around 
the island. It was interesting and worth the time (and we suppose the money: $90 per head 
for a freaking bus ride). The drive itself was informative as our guide narrated the entire time, 
with beautiful scenery. We stopped at the main village (a shopping opportunity) which made 
us ponder what it would be like to live in such a small and ultra-isolated but beautiful piece of 
paradise. Then on to a sacred ceremonial site which has been restored to a few low stone 
platforms under cocoanut trees (Machu Pichu it is not). We ended by feeding eels in a 
stream; according to our brochure (this is a direct quote), “The eels are gentle, harmless and 
are only interested in "sacred mackerel” from “sacred cans” that can be purchased at any 
“sacred market” on the island.” I always appreciate honesty and humor in a travel brochure. 
 
Then back to the ship to enjoy the rest of the afternoon by the pool, and ultimately to sail 
away into the blue ocean at sunset. I enjoy just being on deck taking it all in (scenery and 
people watching) and trying to imprint the trip into my memory. I’m reading only a few chap-
ters each day; there’s time enough for that later. 
 
The evening ended with a passenger talent show in the Grand Salon, which was better than I 
thought it would be (I sat in on a karaoke session earlier in the week, which was painful, and 
feared these talentless bores would be in the show.) 
 
Now I’m on our little (1 x 4 meters) balcony once again as we steam on, sipping a double 
Cognac (a new habit that ends abruptly and soon). The sound of the waves is loud but very, 
very soothing. We’re on the open sea so there is gentle rolling motion. The Southern Cross is 



again over my shoulder and somewhat behind me, but the moon is so bright I can see only 
the major stars, so stargazing is a bust. 
 
We’ve become accustomed to the sounds and movements of our ship. Our cabin is far 
forward, so we don’t hear the engines in the rear. (We do in the dining rooms which are just 
above them.) From our cabin we hear the bow smacking the waves, but that’s a good sound, 
and the waves splashing by (great "white noise”; sounds like surf). And we absolutely hear 
the anchors rattling up and down, and that’s almost too loud to talk over, but it happens only 
twice a day and not when we’re asleep. The ship’s movements are mild — a little rolling side-
to-side plus some up-and-down motion from the swells. Motion is greatest on the open ocean 
and much less when we’re anchored inside a reef. But mild — we seldom want to grab a rail 
as we walk (although I always do anyway). The Pacific is so, well, “pacific” and I’m sure it 
could be different in the North Atlantic. And we haven’t been in any storms.  
 
Barbara says she’s getting used to the humidity but I’m not; I wish I had a bandana to wipe 
my forehead to keep salty sweat from getting into my eyes and contacts; instead my shirt-
tails are getting a work-out. A shirt lasts two hours; we soak ours in the sink each night and 
sort of refresh them.  
 
So that’s what we did today — it was just like a real vacation.  
 
- John 
 
Photos: 
 
Our little tourist bus (actually quite comfortable and the size we prefer). 
 
Our Polynesian guide telling us about life on the island and what we’ll see next. 
 
The biggest building in the capital city — the supermarket. 
 
Barbara browsing (but not buying) souvenirs. 
 
A set of sacred platforms from ancient times excavated several decades ago.  
 

 



 

 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 



April 13:  On our private motu 
 
Hi Friends, 
 
We anchored in a lagoon off the island Taha’a at breakfast. Barbara had scheduled an excur-
sion to a black pearl farm but it was cancelled due to lack of participants, so we both did the 
same thing: visit a private island (Motu Mahana) owned by the Gauguin’s company as a 
tropical island hangout for guests. So it was a very relaxing afternoon. And being private the 
island has the same dress policy as the ship: plenty of sunscreen.  
 
A motu is an island on a fringing coral reef, and this motu has a long beach, coconut trees 
(don’t sit under them; nuts falling on your head can be and have been fatal), other trees for 
shade, lounge chairs, picnic tables, kayaks, etc. — just as if it were a tropical resort. I started 
with a drink from a coconut (they hold about 12 ounces and it's very sweet), then snorkeled in 
warm water to see the few fish. We enjoyed a huge buffet lunch and then alternated between 
just walking around and sitting and taking it all in. It really was a slice of paradise and we 
don’t think French Polynesia is over-rated. This truly is rather nice. Barbara says she’d do it 
(the trip) again. 
 
Not much happened once we were back on board other than a huge party on the pool deck 
as we sailed, so I won’t try to make it sound exciting. Lobster tails for dinner.  
 
Now I’m back on my little balcony with only one Cognac, between rain showers. Intermittent 
rain may have cooled us off to the mid-80s, but I’d sleep out here if (a) I wouldn’t get rained 
on and (b) wouldn’t roll into the ocean. The railing would prevent rolling off but more rain is 
certain. No Southern Cross tonight. No moon either. 
 
Tomorrow is our last day on board. 
 
- John 
 
Photos (all of our motu): 
 
Our motu from the ship as one of our tenders approaches it; it’s the island at right. Nothing 
like having your own private island to enjoy by Tahiti (along with 300+ other passengers on 
our ship). I snorkeled between the islands. The ocean is beyond, and our ship is in the 
lagoon ringed by a few dozen similar motus. Note the shallow water near the motu in this and 
in the next photo. 
 
We arrived early and grabbed chairs on the beach. Our ship is in deep blue water beyond the 
shallow pale-blue water of the reef in the foreground. Let the fun begin. 
 
We are warned in two languages. Note how stilted French seems compared to our superior 
language. We bewared.  
 
Me sipping coconut milk with a straw. How else? How did the ancient Tahitians manage? 
 



 
 

 
 

 



 

 
 

 
April 14:  Moorea 
 
Hi Friends, 
 
Moorea is our last island, and we anchored in Cook's Bay during breakfast. Apparently this 
was one of Captain Cook’s favorite spots, and we learned that Obama is (or was) anchored 
at the next bay over, about 2 miles away, on a huge sailboat, so the place remains popular 
today.  
 
I had thought to walk from the pier into town, but it was an unexciting hot stroll down the high-
way so I gave it up and returned to lounge and read on the pool deck most of the day. After 
all, I paid to be on a cruise and being on the ship was just fine. I later learned that everything 
was closed in town -- Good Friday -- so it was just as well I didn’t continue. 
 
Barbara took the “Trail of the Ancients” tour lead by our archaeologist, and she enjoyed it 
despite getting rained on (not at all rare on these islands). The ruins here are low — nothing 
like Egypt or even the Four Corners of the Southwest. Then on the pool deck with me to 
perfect her suntan. 
 
At 5 we set sail in a rainstorm and docked at Papeete two hours later, during dinner. The 
evening entertainment was more Tahitian dancing, which seems to be a local speciality. Who 
woudda thought? I thought it was fake — too highly choreographed, although the drums were 
loud, which I liked. But what do I know. I admit she was super at shaking her hips.  
 
So ends a memorable (unforgettable!) two weeks in paradise. 
 
Here’s the plan for tomorrow and Sunday: we depart the ship after breakfast, meet with 
friends who have rented a car, and spend the day touring the island. Hopefully it won’t rain, or 
at least not for long. We fly out at midnight(!), transfer LAX to Las Vegas around lunchtime 
Sunday, arrive Las Vegas in the mid-afternoon, retrieve our car, and drive home. I won’t have 
an internet connection once we depart the ship until Monday morning when we have our 
home service restored, so I’ll send a final email on Monday.  



 
Adios for now. 
 
- John 
 
Photos: 
 
The pool deck, where I spent most of the day and Barbara spent all afternoon. Breakfast and 
lunch are served behind the glass wall. 
 
The view we enjoyed from the pool deck today — almost as scenic as out our kitchen window 
back home but a radically different color. 
 
Cook’s Bay at right (our ship is the biggest object) and the bay Obama is holed up in at left as 
seen from a viewpoint on the tour. We don’t see Obama’s ship; security must be tight. 
 
Our archaeologist/guide at a marae (ceremonial platform) he’ll resume excavating this 
summer. He is very expressive and entertaining (and 180° from our archaeologist/guide on 
Crete, who clearly was bored having to be there with us). 
 
“Authentic" Tahitian drum and dance show with 18 performers in our Grand Salon to top off 
the trip. The dancers had more energy than we did and we left half-way through — easy if 
you haven’t paid for it (not paid as an individual ticket). At least they didn’t have half-coconuts 
for bras.  
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 



 

 
 

 
April 15 & 16:  Tahiti and home 
 
Hi Friends, 
 
We didn’t see Tahiti before our cruise began because we spent the day after our late arrival 
at our hotel, with only a brief (and unexciting) walk around downtown Papeete. This Saturday 
the 15th we had another free day in Tahiti and we made better use of it. 
 
Friends who rafted the Grand Canyon with us two years ago and who were on the Gauguin 
took us under their wings. Larry and Laura rented a car for two days (they fly out Sunday 
night; we are on the Saturday night flight) and the four of us drove around the island in about 
8 hours. We got a very late start because Hertz screwed up his rental and he was lucky to get 
a car from Avis, so it was good and dark by the time we completed our circuit. 
 
During the day we stopped at a beach; took in a marae (ceremonial center) which happened 
to be the best we’ve seen in the entire two weeks; had a sandwich at a cafe overlooking the 
water at another beach popular with surfers; toured a garden (the whole island is a garden, 
so this was a garden within a garden); took in a panoramic view of the main island of Tahiti 
from it’s smaller companion (they’re connected) as darkness descended; and stood (now in 
full darkness) at Point Venus where Captain Cook observed a transit of Venus across the sun 
in 1769 in one of the first scientific expeditions.  
 
We had hoped for a nice relaxing dinner and circled downtown Papeete several times in the 
rain, but everything was closed. This is Saturday night in the big city so it didn’t make sense, 
but eventually and in desperation we settled on McDonalds. In just one day our food went 
from 5 stars to zero stars (actually -5 stars). I hate McDonalds, and the sandwich I ate 
reminded me why — it’s impossible to conceive of how they could have made something so 
crappy even worse. But we had no choice and was grateful for what we got; we give them 
credit for being open. But why were all other places closed at 7 on a Saturday night? 
McDonalds was crowded, which says nothing good about anything. 
 
Our friends dropped us off at the airport at 7:30 so they could check into their place, and that 
would have given us 4 hours to wait for our flight. But our flight was delayed to 1:15 am! That 
put us at risk of missing our connecting flight, but what really made the evening miserable 
was that we arrived dripping with sweat (the normal condition in Tahiti) and the small terminal 



has no air conditioning (!!!) so we sweated off another half-liter each while we waited. And 
water is $3.50 per liter here. Miserable is the best word.  
 
There really is a conspiracy among the airlines to make it no fun to fly just to test us and see 
how much we will put up with.  
 
To keep a short story short, we departed Tahiti at 1:15 am, slept poorly and little, arrived at 
LAX at 11:30 am (all local times), in time easily make our connection, and we’ll land in Las 
Vegas in time to retrieve our car and drive home, arriving shortly after dark and in need of 
serious rest. And a washing machine. So I’m sending this from LAX as we prepare to board, 
using the airport’s free wifi.  
 
So our Tahitian adventure is over, and nothing much will happen until we head overseas 
again in three weeks to “sail" the Danube from Amsterdam to almost the Black Sea. (We 
have a trip to CostCo, dentist appointment, roof inspection, etc. in the meantime, but nothing 
to write about.)  
 
I’ll add all of these emails as one pdf document to our travel website by tomorrow night, so 
you can read it again from the top if you wish. Our other recent trips are there too — ready to 
be re-lived. 
 
So this is a good opportunity to refresh the mail list and let people who aren’t terribly 
interested in other peoples’ vacations drop out quietly. I’ll ask you to confirm that you want to 
remain on the list for future travel emails, which is Europe in May and Vietnam in the fall. If 
you would like to remain on the list, either (a) send me a 500-word single-spaced essay 
detailing what you enjoy most about these emails and why you desperately want to continue 
receiving them, or (b) just write back “keep me on the list”. Making a Danube Cruise sound 
interesting will be a bit of a challenge, but Vietnam will be entirely different and full of novelty.  
 
‘Nuff said. Over and out. 
 
- John 
 
Photos: 
 
Our friend Larry — who was an excellent guide — by a tiki at the marae.  
 
A small part of the restored marae. 
 
The main island of Tahiti (“Tahiti Nui”) from it’s smaller companion ("Tahiti Iti”) in fading light. 
You get the idea that the interior of the island is rather rough.  
 



 
 

 
 

 


